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The English Catalogue of Books
Over 21 million copies sold worldwide

New Sudden Fiction
Vols. for 1898-1968 include a directory of publishers.

World's Shortest Stories
Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet follows the adventures of a talking wooden puppet whose nose grew longer whenever he
told a lie and who wanted more than anything else to become a real boy.As carpenter Master Antonio begins to carve a
block of pinewood into a leg for his table the log shouts out, "Don't strike me too hard!" Frightened by the talking log,
Master Cherry does not know what to do until his neighbor Geppetto drops by looking for a piece of wood to build a
marionette. Antonio gives the block to Geppetto. And thus begins the life of Pinocchio, the puppet that turns into a
boy.Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet is a novel for children by Carlo Collodi is about the mischievous adventures of
Pinocchio, an animated marionette, and his poor father and woodcarver Geppetto. It is considered a classic of children's
literature and has spawned many derivative works of art. But this is not the story we've seen in film but the original version
full of harrowing adventures faced by Pinnocchio. It includes 40 illustrations.
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In Our Time
Gathers seventy stories by Paley, Hannah, Barthelme, Cheever, Updike, Tallent, Carver, Boyle, Williams, Oates, Hemingway,
and Malamud

Teaching English Creatively
CREATIVE FICTION THAT FITS ON A POST-IT BUT CAN MOVE READERS WITH POWERFUL TALES OF LOVE, LIFE, DEATH, AND
EVERYDAY LIFE In this one-of-a-kind collection, author Sean Hill has crafted hundreds of engaging stories that conjure an
entire novel in just a sentence or two. Sometimes sad, often humorous and always creative, these tales touch on a wide
range of life experiences from romance and family to death and sex. Nana rocked in her old wooden rocking chair. “Timmy,
you have always been my favorite,” she said. He looked at her. “Nana, I’m Bobby.” Read your diary, discovered your secret.
I thought I loved you, but now I’m not sure. Don’t know what to do, you look so human. Clowning was Daryl’s profession,
cooking was his passion. Stella thought he was perfect. She liked to laugh and never learned to cook. Alex bought Sharon a
ring for Valentine’s Day, which she sold to buy the gun that stopped him from loving her. In 2009, Sean Hill combined his
love of writing and technology by creating @VeryShortStory, a Twitter feed where he interacts with his readers and shares
his 140-character stories.

The Kite Runner
Vols. for 1898-1968 include a directory of publishers.

Pinocchio, the Tale of a Puppet
The most trusted guide to getting published! Want to get published and paid for your writing? Let the 2015 Writer's Market
guide you through the process with thousands of publishing opportunities for writers, including listings for book publishers,
consumer and trade magazines, contests and awards, and literary agents. These listings include contact and submission
information to help writers get their work published. Beyond the listings, you'll find all-new editorial material devoted to the
business and promotion of writing, including advice on pitching to agents and editors, managing your freelance business,
and building a readership. This edition also includes the ever popular--and updated--pay-rate chart, plus dozens of articles
and essays like these: • Kate Meadows, freelance writer and editor, shares seven habits of financially savvy writers. • Carol
Tice, professional writer, teaches you how to build your writing career with social media. • Dana W. Todd, public relations
professional, explains how to successfully pitch you and your work like a PR pro. You also gain access to: • Lists of
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professional writing organizations • Sample query letters • A free digital download of Writer's Yearbook featuring the 100
Best Markets Finally, NEW TO THIS YEAR'S EDITION is an exclusive webinar "How to Find More Success Freelancing," taught
by Robert Lee Brewer, editor of Writer's Market. It takes a lot more than flawless writing to be a freelance writer. This hourlong webinar will help you to increase your chances of success. You'll learn the current freelance landscape, how to find
freelance opportunities, how to secure assignments, negotiating strategies, and more. Whether the goal is to publish a
book, write a magazine article, or freelance for local businesses, this webinar is for writers looking to find more success with
their freelancing and ultimately make more money. "Every writer needs a toolbox filled with craft, a drop of talent, and
hope. Successful writers know they must add the Writer's Market. You should too." -Barbara O'Neal, author of The All You
Can Dream Buffet, 7-time RITA award-winner, and RWA Hall of Fame member "The business of writing is unnecessarily
intimidating. Editors want good writing, so why can it be so hard to get published. Writer's Market helps make sense of that
big question, offering the kind of straight-shooting advice writers needs. I bought my first copy over a decade ago and still
feel grateful that I was able to send my first submissions without embarrassing myself. Writer's Market is an invaluable tool
that I find myself recommending again and again." -Erica Wright, author of the novel The Red Chameleon and poetry
collection Instructions for Killing the Jackal, as well as Senior Editor for Guernica Magazine

British Books
Following the recent popular success of Sudden Fiction, this volume enters new realms to gather more than fifty of the best
and most compelling short stories--each complete and no more than five pages--from all over the world.

The House on Mango Street
A guide for the freelance writer, listing pertinent information about publications and editors

2015 Writer's Market
SHAPARD/NEW SUDDEN FICTION

The Best Small Fictions 2017
The bestselling coming-of-age classic, acclaimed by critics, beloved by readers of all ages, taught in schools and
universities alike, and translated around the world from the winner of the 2018 PEN/Nabokov Award for Achievement in
International Literature. The House on Mango Street is the remarkable story of Esperanza Cordero, a young Latina girl
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growing up in Chicago, inventing for herself who and what she will become. Told in a series of vignettes-sometimes
heartbreaking, sometimes deeply joyous-Sandra Cisneros' masterpiece is a classic story of childhood and self-discovery.
Few other books in our time have touched so many readers.

Lord of the Flies
She thought, brightly, This is the worst life decision I have ever made! And she marvelled at herself for a while, at the
mystery of this person who'd just done this bizarre, inexplicable thing. Margot meets Robert. They exchange numbers. They
text, flirt and eventually have sex - the type of sex you attempt to forget. How could one date go so wrong? Everything that
takes place in Cat Person happens to countless people every day. But Cat Person is not an everyday story. In less than a
week, Kristen Roupenian's New Yorker debut became the most read and shared short story in their website's history. This is
the bad date that went viral. This is the conversation we're all having. You Know You Want This, Kristen Roupenian's debut
collection, will be published in February 2019.

Writing Flash Fiction
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland
Prepare and Present Your Work Like a Pro! Formatting & Submitting Your Manuscript, 3rd edition, gives you all the
information you need to craft a winning submission. Fully updated, this comprehensive resource now features more than
100 sample letters and manuscript pages, expanded instruction for electronic submissions, updated formatting and
submitting guidelines, and new insider tips from top agents and editors. With strong and weak sample query letters, novel
synopses, articles, nonfiction book proposals, manuscript pages, scripts, and more, you'll see exactly what works and what
doesn't. Plus, each sample page features individual callouts to clearly identify and explain critical elements so that you
don't miss a thing. With this all-encompassing guide, you'll discover everything you need to make your work look
professional, polished, and publishable.

Flash Fiction Forward
Flash Fiction International: Very Short Stories from Around the World
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1997 Writer's Market
A brilliant look at colonialism and its effects in Antigua--by the author of Annie John "If you go to Antigua as a tourist, this is
what you will see. If you come by aeroplane, you will land at the V. C. Bird International Airport. Vere Cornwall (V. C.) Bird is
the Prime Minister of Antigua. You may be the sort of tourist who would wonder why a Prime Minister would want an airport
named after him--why not a school, why not a hospital, why not some great public monument. You are a tourist and you
have not yet seen . . ." So begins Jamaica Kincaid's expansive essay, which shows us what we have not yet seen of the tenby-twelve-mile island in the British West Indies where she grew up. Lyrical, sardonic, and forthright by turns, in a Swiftian
mode, A Small Place cannot help but amplify our vision of one small place and all that it signifies.

In Praise of Pedagogy
What does it mean to teach English creatively to primary school children? Teaching English Creatively encourages and
enables teachers to adopt a more creative approach to the teaching of English in the primary school. Fully updated to
reflect the changing UK curricula, the second edition of this popular text explores research-informed practices and offers
new ideas to develop imaginatively engaged readers, writers, speakers and listeners. Underpinned by theory and research,
and illustrated throughout with examples of children’s work, it examines the core elements of creative practice and how to
explore powerful literary, non-fiction, visual and digital texts creatively. Key themes addressed include: Developing
creativity in and through talk and drama Creatively engaging readers and writers Teaching grammar and comprehension
imaginatively and in context Profiling meaning and purpose, autonomy, collaboration and play Planning, reviewing and
celebrating literacy learning Ensuring the creative involvement of the teacher Inspiring and accessible, Teaching English
Creatively puts contemporary and cutting-edge practice at the forefront and includes a wealth of innovative ideas to enrich
English teaching. Written by an experienced author with extensive experience of initial teacher education and English
teaching in the primary school, it’s an invaluable resource for any teacher who wishes to embed creative approaches to
teaching in their classroom.

Cat Person
“An intense snapshot of the chain reaction caused by pulling a trigger.” —Booklist (starred review) “Astonishing.” —Kirkus
Reviews (starred review) “A tour de force.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review) A Newbery Honor Book A Coretta Scott
King Honor Book A Printz Honor Book A Los Angeles Times Book Prize Winner for Young Adult Literature Longlisted for the
National Book Award for Young People’s Literature Winner of the Walter Dean Myers Award An Edgar Award Winner for Best
Young Adult Fiction Parents’ Choice Gold Award Winner An Entertainment Weekly Best YA Book of 2017 A Vulture Best YA
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Book of 2017 A Buzzfeed Best YA Book of 2017 An ode to Put the Damn Guns Down, this is New York Times bestselling
author Jason Reynolds’s electrifying novel that takes place in sixty potent seconds—the time it takes a kid to decide
whether or not he’s going to murder the guy who killed his brother. A cannon. A strap. A piece. A biscuit. A burner. A heater.
A chopper. A gat. A hammer A tool for RULE Or, you can call it a gun. That’s what fifteen-year-old Will has shoved in the
back waistband of his jeans. See, his brother Shawn was just murdered. And Will knows the rules. No crying. No snitching.
Revenge. That’s where Will’s now heading, with that gun shoved in the back waistband of his jeans, the gun that was his
brother’s gun. He gets on the elevator, seventh floor, stoked. He knows who he’s after. Or does he? As the elevator stops on
the sixth floor, on comes Buck. Buck, Will finds out, is who gave Shawn the gun before Will took the gun. Buck tells Will to
check that the gun is even loaded. And that’s when Will sees that one bullet is missing. And the only one who could have
fired Shawn’s gun was Shawn. Huh. Will didn’t know that Shawn had ever actually USED his gun. Bigger huh. BUCK IS DEAD.
But Buck’s in the elevator? Just as Will’s trying to think this through, the door to the next floor opens. A teenage girl gets on,
waves away the smoke from Dead Buck’s cigarette. Will doesn’t know her, but she knew him. Knew. When they were eight.
And stray bullets had cut through the playground, and Will had tried to cover her, but she was hit anyway, and so what she
wants to know, on that fifth floor elevator stop, is, what if Will, Will with the gun shoved in the back waistband of his jeans,
MISSES. And so it goes, the whole long way down, as the elevator stops on each floor, and at each stop someone connected
to his brother gets on to give Will a piece to a bigger story than the one he thinks he knows. A story that might never know
an END…if Will gets off that elevator. Told in short, fierce staccato narrative verse, Long Way Down is a fast and furious,
dazzlingly brilliant look at teenage gun violence, as could only be told by Jason Reynolds.

The English Catalogue of Books [annual].
The history of fiction has been dominated by the novel and the short story. But now a brave new genre has emerged: very
brief fiction. FLASH! identifies the qualities that make for excellent flash fiction, demystifies the writing process, and guides
writers by exercise and example through the world of the very short story. John Dufresne's characteristic warmth, wit, and
humor remind writers of the joy in the creative process, making this a perfect guide for any writer interested in trying a new
form.

The English Catalogue of Books
This is a quintessential short story book fo r everyone who thinks they don't have any time to read. Each story is less than
55 words long - ideal for the beach, bus , train, anywhere.

Long Way Down
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Front to back, this can't-put-it-down book offers creative writing by teachers about teaching writing.

Sudden Fiction (continued)
An anthology of bite-sized tales represents the work of some of today's best fiction writers and includes Rick Moody's
definition of an armoire, Lydia Davis's sojourn into the world of cats, and Dave Eggers's exploration of narrow escapes.
Original.

The Literary World
Vols. for 1898-1968 include a directory of publishers.

Sudden Fiction International
Fiction. Short Stories. Flash Fiction. Hybrid Genre. THE BEST SMALL FICTIONS 2017 offers readers 55 exceptional small
fictions by 53 authors. This acclaimed new annual series, hailed as a "milestone for the short story," continues to honor
contemporary masters and emerging writers of short- short and hybrid forms from across the globe. Guest editor Amy
Hempel chose the winners from a pool of 105 finalists: "They conjure and seduce, they startle and haunt, they are funny
and searing, short and shorter." The 2017 volume includes Pamela Painter, Brian Doyle, Ian Seed, Frankie McMillan, Karen
Brennan, Stuart Dybek, and W. Todd Kaneko, and spolights Joy Williams and SmokeLong Quarterly. Additional Contributors
include Nick Admussen, Nick Almeida, Lydia Armstrong, Matthew Baker, Amy Sayre Baptista, Larry Brown, Randall Brown,
Erin Calabria, Marci Calabretta Cancio-Bello, Carrie Cooperider, Emily Corwin, Christopher DeWan, Kathy Fish, Sherrie Flick,
Scott Garson, Jesse Goolsby, Michael Hammerle, Hannah Harlow, Allegra Hyde, Joy Katz, Jen Knox, Len Kuntz, Tara
Laskowski, Oscar Mancinas, Ras Mashramani, Heather McQuillan, Cole Meyer, Eugenie Montague, Alvin Park, Kimberly King
Parsons, Gen Del Raye, Mona Leigh Rose, Na'amen Gobert Tilahun, Cameron Quincy Todd, Matt Sailor, Rebecca Schiff,
Robert Scotellaro, Alex Simand, Julia Slavin, Michael C. Smith, Phillip Sterling, Anne Valente, Harriot West, Keith Woodruff,
William Woolfitt

I Hold a Wolf by the Ears
Collected from nearly two hundred international magazines, an anthology of short stories covers a wide range of themes
and includes the works of William Maxwell, Margaret Atwood, and Don DeLillo
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The Cambridge Companion to the English Short Story
Ten years ago, Jerome Stern, director of the writing program at Florida State, initiated the World's Best Short Short Story
Contest. Stories were to be about 250 words long; first prize was a check and a crate of oranges. Two to three thousand
stories began to show up annually in Tallahassee, and National Public Radio regularly broadcast the winner. But, more
important, the Micro form turned out to be contagious; stories of this "lack of length" now dot the literary magazines. The
time seemed right, then, for this anthology, presenting a decade of contest winners and selected finalists. In addition, Stern
commissioned Micros, persuading a roster of writers to accept the challenge of completing a story in one page. Jesse Lee
Kercheval has a new spin on the sinking of the Titanic; Virgil Suarez sets his sights on the notorious Singapore caning;
George Garrett conjures up a wondrous screen treatment pitch; and Antonya Nelson invites us into an eerie landscape.
Verve and nerve and astonishing variety are here, with some wild denouements. How short can a Micro be, you wonder.
Look up Amy Hempel's contribution, and you'll see.

On Writing
Hint Fiction: An Anthology of Stories in 25 Words Or Fewer
There is a reason why Stephen King is one of the bestselling writers in the world, ever. Described in the Guardian as 'the
most remarkable storyteller in modern American literature', Stephen King writes books that draw you in and are impossible
to put down. Part memoir, part master class by one of the bestselling authors of all time, this superb volume is a revealing
and practical view of the writer's craft, comprising the basic tools of the trade every writer must have. King's advice is
grounded in the vivid memories from childhood through his emergence as a writer, from his struggling early career to his
widely reported, near-fatal accident in 1999 - and how the inextricable link between writing and living spurred his recovery.

Very Short Stories
A dazzling new anthology of the very best very short fiction from around the world. What is a flash fiction called in other
countries? In Latin America it is a micro, in Denmark kortprosa, in Bulgaria mikro razkaz. These short shorts, usually no
more than 750 words, range from linear narratives to the more unusual: stories based on mathematical forms, a paragraphlength novel, a scientific report on volcanic fireflies that proliferate in nightclubs. Flash has always—and everywhere—been
a form of experiment, of possibility. A new entry in the lauded Flash and Sudden Fiction anthologies, this collection includes
86 of the most beautiful, provocative, and moving narratives by authors from six continents, including best-selling writer
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Etgar Keret, Zimbabwean writer Petina Gappah, Korean screenwriter Kim Young-ha, Nobel Prize winner Czeslaw Milosz, and
Argentinian “Queen of the Microstory” Ana María Shua, among many others. These brilliantly chosen stories challenge
readers to widen their vision and celebrate both the local and the universal.

Flash Fiction
"As enchanting as fairy tales, as mysterious as dreams, these exquisitely composed fictions are as urgent and original as
any being written today.” —Sigrid Nunez, author of The Friend, winner of the 2018 National Book Award for Fiction One of
Entertainment Weekly's 50 Most Anticipated Books of 2020 and 30 Hottest Summer Reads, one of O, the Oprah Magazine's
30 Most Anticipated Books of 2020, one of BuzzFeed's Most Anticipated Books of 2020 and 29 Summer Books You Won't Be
Able to Put Down, one of the BBC's Ten Books to Read in 2020, one of ELLE's 30 Most Anticipated New Books of Summer
2020, one of Refinery29's 25 Books You'll Want to Read This Summer, one of Time's 45 New Books You Need to Read This
Summer, one of Thrillist's 21 Books We Can't Wait to Read in 2020, one of LitHub's 2020 Summer Books, and one of The
Millions Most Anticipated Books of the First Half of 2020 An urgent and unsettling collection of women on the verge from
Laura van den Berg, author of The Third Hotel I Hold a Wolf by the Ears, Laura van den Berg’s first story collection since her
prizewinning book The Isle of Youth, draws readers into a world of wholly original, sideways ghost stories that linger in the
mouth and the mind. Both timeless and urgent, these eleven stories confront misogyny, violence, and the impossible
economics of America with van den Berg’s trademark spiky humor and surreal eye. Moving from the peculiarities of Florida
to liminal spaces of travel in Mexico City, Sicily, and Iceland, I Hold a Wolf by the Ears is uncannily attuned to our current
moment, and to the fears we reveal to no one but ourselves. In “Lizards,” a man mutes his wife’s anxieties by giving her a
LaCroix-like seltzer laced with sedatives. In the title story, a woman poses as her more successful sister during a botched
Italian holiday, a choice that brings about strange and destructive consequences, while in “Karolina,” a woman discovers
her prickly ex-sister-in-law in the aftermath of an earthquake and is forced to face the truth about her violent brother. I Hold
a Wolf by the Ears presents a collection of women on the verge, trying to grasp what’s left of life: grieving, divorced, and
hyperaware, searching, vulnerable, and unhinged, they exist in a world that deviates from our own only when you look too
closely. With remarkable control and transcendent talent, van den Berg dissolves, in the words of the narrator of
“Slumberland,” “that border between magic and annihilation,” and further establishes herself as a defining fiction writer of
our time.

Index to the British Catalogue of Books
"How short can a story be and still truly be a story? This volume of seventy-two very short fictions, none much more than
750 words in length, demonstrates to our repeated satisfaction that less can be more, small can stand tall, and the
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diminutive can be dynamically and dramatically complete." "Here for enjoyment and study are very short pieces by
acknowledged modern masters--including Raymond Carver, Richard Brautigan, Margaret Atwood, Julio Cortazar and Tim
O'Brien--as well as fiction by newer talents, who have embraced the short form with much gusto and considerable grace."
"With a rich variety of stories and authors, subjects and styles and sensibilities, these flashes of fiction make for
eclectic--and often electric-- reading. The volume is a must for readers and writers, indeed for anyone interested in the
finely sharpened edge of contemporary literature."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field provided by Blackwell North America,
Inc. All Rights Reserved

The English Catalogue of Books [annual]
This Companion provides an accessible overview of the contexts, periods, and subgenres of English-language short fiction
outside of North America.

Edinburgh Companion to the Short Story in English
Flash!
Collects essays from "The Believer," tackling subjects from pop culture to ancient literature and everything in between.

A Small Place
Writing flash fiction is a fun, easy way to break into print and quickly establish yourself as a professional author. This book
shows you everything you need to write great stories under 1,000 words, as well as how and where to get them published.
It concludes with tips for re-publishing those stories all together as a book.

Sudden Fiction
Read Harder
Provides a clear introduction to the key terms and frameworks in cognitive poetics and stylistics
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Formatting & Submitting Your Manuscript
William Golding’s unforgettable classic of boyhood adventure and the savagery of humanity comes to Penguin Classics in a
stunning Graphic Deluxe Edition with a new foreword by Lois Lowry As provocative today as when it was first published in
1954, Lord of the Flies continues to ignite passionate debate with its startling, brutal portrait of human nature. William
Golding’s compelling story about a group of very ordinary boys marooned on a coral island has been labeled a parable, an
allegory, a myth, a morality tale, a parody, a political treatise, and even a vision of the apocalypse. But above all, it has
earned its place as one of the indisputable classics of the twentieth century for readers of any age. This Penguin Classics
Graphic Deluxe Edition features an array of special features to supplement the novel, including a foreword by Lois Lowry, an
introduction by Stephen King, an essay by E. M. Forster, an essay on teaching and reading the novel and suggestions for
further exploration by scholar Jennifer Buehler, and an extended note by E. L. Epstein, the publisher of the first American
paperback edition of Lord of the Flies. For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic
literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the
best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts
enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date
translations by award-winning translators.

Micro Fiction
Very short stories of twenty-five words or less appear in this collection from authors including Joyce Carol Oates, Peter
Straub, and Ha Jin and run the gamut from playful to tragic and conservative to experimental.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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